Manatee Migration Game

Become manatees, and see if you can find warm water.

You’ll need two or more players, a die, and some small things to use as game pieces.

Start at the manatee nose, and follow the arrows around to the flipper.

Follow the rules below for each kind of space!

- **COLD WATER**: Move back 3 spaces
- **SAFE ZONE**: Move ahead 2 spaces
- **SEAGRASS**: Stay & eat

What is Manatee Migration?

Manatees *migrate* (travel) in the fall and winter because they need warm water to stay healthy.

Manatees cannot stay warm in cold water. If a manatee is too cold, it can get **cold stress syndrome**, which can make it very sick.

Manatees find **warm water** at natural **springs** and **power plants**.

Manatees need food like **seagrass** to eat when migrating.